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In one of the best cases of cover songs gone wrong, the
Swedish post-hardcore band The Soundtrack of Our Lives,
aka The Sound of Hearts, covered this nine-year-old
British alt rock classic with slow-paced synths, no guitars,
and a frontman who comes off much more bemused than
youd expect from a band playing a song so by-the-books.
Its easy to think of this song as an underdog-gone-to-
seed, but it uses the genre-bending lyrics of Pearl Jam
closer What You Do to a heart thats beating, and the
perfect jazz-rap beat to make the ill-fated idols seem
worthy of our respect and gratitude. This combination of
dense songwriting and grooving bass lines ensures that
this version of Drag Me to Hell will likely last a lot longer
than the original. Chronology: 2008Pitch: Enthralling indie-
goth band from Brighton, England.Vocalists: Helen
Manton, Michelle DanielsLyrics: Horrifying girl-on-girl
beheading lyrics and pro-gay rights stance.Promise:
Intense, kind of self-serving music and bright, witty
videos.Gimmick: A hooky rock record, but with a high-
pitched voice.Reality: A big indie hit in the UK and failed in
America.Verdict: In a world of "We Stand for..." T-shirts,
this is the most substantive thing a band can stand for. It's
also what makes "Drag Me To Hell" the best of the WST
offerings.SIGNIFICANCE: Without "Drag Me To Hell," we
wouldn't have a chapter on "Regurgitated Emo Rock
Posturing Band" in the Journos Loves Hate list.It's also
important to note that, like all the other acts on this list,
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"Drag Me To Hell" is a perfect example of the NIN factor at
work. Here it's that the band is formed to satirize a
specific style of writing (emo) for a specific genre of music
(rock) - which doesn't make them less emo or less
rock.But most importantly, "Drag Me To Hell" is a
reminder that it's OK to be rock, and emo, and even a
little weird in the right places, as long as you can rock.
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Saturday night was one of the darkest weve seen in New
York City. At least we know we can count on Kiesza to
brighten our day, because her dancepop sounds like it
saved us from a near-terrible night. Her standout single
Drag Me To Hell is an ode to self-love, but its a love that

says you need to stop giving a shit about what other
people think in order to truly be yourself. Her sultry vocals
underscore how hard it is to find people who understand
your every need. Every one of us needs a moment like

that - so thank you Kiesza." Robin Gomes Phantom are the
house-punks that still remember the thrill of getting stage
lit, and will take a little time to get a crowd rocking (hey,

thats its job. and its also a great comeback hit). The other
day, we wrote about the goofy videos theyre been doing.

And it looks like they have a new album to take home,
too. The new video for Drag Me To Hell shows the band

doing its usual wacky hijinks, like blasting into the sunset,
while telling the tale of a couple who seek solace from

their woes outside a temple in India. Then, theres a
rousing rock solo, and they surprise us with an epic, in-

your-face flamenco finish." - Robin Gomes Princess Nokia
is now a rockstar. Her first single as a solo artist, Drag Me
To Hell, is an homage to her artistry and craft. In an era
where many "artists" are just faceless pop wave-makers,
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Princess Nokia has carved her name in the R&B and hip-
hop soundtrack. Although her debut album is due later

this year (we're tracking it down!), "Drag Me To Hell" does
well to get you in the mood. It's a feel-good, bouncy single

that takes you on a journey to a place of good, good
times. And the visuals, which is a concept video of a

woman who's just learned that she's been tricked into an
arranged marriage, are well-written and executed." -

Christopher M. Thompson 5ec8ef588b
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